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Diary
Upcoming GGI Business
Development & Marketing
Practice Group meetings:
➜ Prague, Czech Republic
10 May 2019, 16:00 hrs
GGI BDM PG Meeting
at the GGI European
Regional Conference
➜ Houston (TX), USA
21 June 2019, 16:00 hrs
GGI BDM PG Meeting
at the GGI Pan-American
Regional Conference
(joint meeting with the Practice
Group Best Practices for
Professional Service
Organisations)
➜ Wichita (KS), USA
20 September 2019, 16:00 hrs
GGI BDM PG Meeting
at the GGI Best Practices &
Marketing Professionals
Conference
➜ Marrakech, Morocco
08 November 2019, 14:00 hrs
GGI BDM PG Meeting
at the GGI World Conference
➜ Bali, Indonesia
06 December 2019 (TBC)
GGI BDM PG Meeting at the
GGI Asia-Pacific
Regional Conference

Editorial
Greetings, GGI friends and colleagues!
And welcome to the Spring
2019 edition of the GGI Business
Development & Marketing (BDM)
Practice Group (PG) Newsletter.
As the new Global Chairperson for
this group, I am excited and committed
to leading the group to a new level
of accomplishment and relevance.
First, a few words of gratitude:
Thank you to Alan Rajah for
being my predecessor, my
mentor, and my friend.
Thank you to Allen Kutchins and
his team from Kutchins, Robbins
& Diamond for sponsoring
the BDM PG Newsletter.
Thank you to all the members who
contributed to this newsletter.
Thank you to the BDM PG leadership
team for your help and participation.
The mission of our BDM PG is to
provide high-level programmes at the
GGI World and Regional Conferences,
and to contribute relevant content
in the GGI INSIDER magazine and
the GGI BDM PG Newsletters.

side) you can view our upcoming
BDM PG meeting dates and
destinations – save the dates now.
Join our BDM PG LinkedIn
Group by clicking on this link.
Contribute relevant articles to
the GGI INSIDER magazine and
the GGI BDM PG newsletters.
Participate in BDM PG surveys.
We want your feedback so we can
provide the best experiences.
Enjoy the wonderful articles
in our newsletter and please
share your feedback with us.
Jim Ries
Global Chairperson of the
GGI Business Development
& Marketing Practice Group

We can’t achieve this without your
help, and we encourage you to:
Register and attend our BDM PG
programmes at the conferences that
you attend. In the diary (on the left

Disclaimer – The information provided in this newsletter came from reliable sources and was prepared from data as-

sumed to be correct; however, prior to making it the basis of a decision, it must be verified. Ratings and assessments reflect
the personal opinion of the respective author only. We neither accept liability for, nor are we able to guarantee, the content.
This publication is for GGI internal use only and intended solely and exclusively for GGI members.

Technical SEO:
What You Need to Know
Google’s PageSpeed Insight tool
provides recommendations like:

By Anna Reyes
Technical SEO refers to creating
and optimising a website that follows
search engine requirements. This lays
down a foundation to give website
content the strongest chance to rank
for relevant keywords and phrases. As
search engines become more refined, it
becomes more important for marketers
and business-development professionals
to understand the mechanisms behind
the webpage that allow for users to
access and take action on their content.
Make sure your technical SEO
practices are current by following
these important steps listed below.
Depending on your skill level, these
are changes either you or your web
developer can implement on your site.

1. Obtain an SSL
Certificate and have it
Installed on Your Site
When the beginning of the URL says
“https”, this means you are visiting
a secure site. Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) is a standard security technology
for establishing an encrypted link
between a web server and a browser.
This link ensures that all data passed
between the web server and browser
remains private. Since 2014, Google has
considered “https“ a ranking signal.

2. Ensure Your
Site is Up to Speed
Page speed is considered a ranking
signal, which means search engines

Compressing image files as
small as possible, without
compromising their visibility
(i.e. appearing too pixelated).
Minify your site’s code by getting
rid of unnecessary spaces, line
breaks or indentation in your
HTML, CSS and JavaScript.
Using a fast DNS (domain
name system) provider.

prefer pages that load quickly. Rather
than guess what is causing slow pageload speed, use Google’s PageSpeed
Insight tool to diagnose the problem.
This tool will reveal areas of concern
and provide your site with a “score”.

GGI member firm
Kutchins, Robbins & Diamond, Ltd. (KRD)
Auditing & Accounting, Tax,
Advisory, Corporate Finance,
Fiduciary & Estate Planning
Chicago ( IL), USA
T: +1 847 240 1040
W: www.krdcpas.com
Anna Reyes
Marketing Coordinator
E: areyes@krdcpas.com
KRD Ltd. is a CPA firm that offers a
full range of client services
– accounting and software
consulting, audit and
assurance, tax strategy
and preparation, business
valuations and financial
planning advisory services.
Their team of 80 members

3. Mobile-Friendly
Website
Ensure your website is
“responsive”, meaning your

...next page

Anna Reyes
has been serving clients in Chicago and
the surrounding areas for 30 years.
Anna Reyes is Marketing Coordinator.
Anna specialises in creating online content
and building marketing
strategies to help
increase visibility and
revenue. She graduated
from Marquette
University, majoring
in public relations and
minoring in marketing.
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website adjusts automatically to be
viewed easily on various devices,
like smartphones and tablets.
A responsive website is now a
critical ranking factor, according
to Google. Google stated in 2018
that it will start phasing in mobilefirst indexing. This means they
will now use the mobile version of
the page for indexing and ranking,
to better help their mobile users
find what they are looking for.

4. Confirm Your Site
has an XML Sitemap
An XML Sitemap is a list of pages
(URLs) included on your website.
It provides search engine crawlers
a convenient way to scan your site
and its content. In order to have
your site indexed and verified by a

search engine, you must submit a
sitemap for your website. Luckily,
most website-hosting platforms
automatically generate and update
your website’s sitemap. But, if
you need to create a sitemap, you
can search for sitemap generators
online and generate one yourself.

that basically say the same thing,
those visitors may choose to no
longer visit your site, resulting in
lower traffic to your website.

5. Watch Out for
Duplicate Content

If you have several pages with
similar content, you can rework the
content to make it more unique. If
you’re considering deleting a page
that has been indexed, you can use
a permanent 301 redirect or add a
canonical URL to each page. These
are ideas that you can share with
your web development team if you
aren’t comfortable placing these
redirects or code on your page.

Duplicate content can present
itself as plagiarised content. Google
is pretty skilled at their ability to
detect duplicate content, so it’s
important to make sure your content
is original. Another problem duplicate
content presents is that if you have
too much repetitive content on your
website, it can be bothersome to
visitors who frequent your website
regularly. If you have four webpages

In addition, if you update or refresh
a page, sometimes it can create a
new webpage with a new URL.

The idea of “technical” SEO can
feel overwhelming, but if you tackle
the items above one at a time, it will
become much more manageable.

Could the Key to
Differentiation be Something
as Simple as the Way that
We Make Our Clients Feel?
By Steve McNicol
How many times have the
questions “Why do clients choose to
engage a particular law firm?” and
“How can we differentiate?” been
asked at partner conferences?
Price? Technical expertise?
Reputation? Personal and/

or longstanding relationships?
Recommendation? All are well-worn
battlegrounds where client engagement
and retention skirmishes have been and
continue to be, fought, won and lost.
Some law firms are already using
a new weapon in the war for work
and, more importantly, client loyalty:
Client Experience. So, the more

challenging question might now be,
“Can emotional engagement and client
experience genuinely play a part in
differentiating legal service providers?”
Surely not. Technical knowledge,
expertise and price matter too much,
don’t they? In some sectors, yes.
Particularly where services can be
process engineered. However, for law

firms delivering bespoke solutions
the challenge is different. There are
so many excellent law firms. All have
technical expertise, high quality people,
can deliver what most clients need and
choose how aggressively to price their
time. So, can a forward-thinking law
firm afford to ignore something that
might truly help them to differentiate?
What is client experience? Think
excellent customer service – creating
an emotional buying environment –
in a legal services context. Granted,
it is significantly harder if you don’t
have a physical product, but it is by
no means impossible. Increasingly,
the way that clients feel every time
that they interact with their lawyers
influences future purchasing decisions.
What’s the secret? There really
isn’t one. Creating an excellent client
experience is simply down to attitude
and desire, from everyone in the
business. The challenge, and therefore
the reason that, for those that get it
right, it is a genuine differentiator, is
that it isn’t at all easy. If it was, everyone
would be doing it – and, of course,
it wouldn’t then be a differentiator.
The most successful Olympians of

GGI member firm
Ward Hadaway
Law Firm Services
Newcastle upon Tyne, Leeds, Manchester, UK
T: +44 191 204 4000
W: www.wardhadaway.com
Steve McNicol
Strategic Business Development Partner
E: steve.mcnicol@wardhadaway.com
Ward Hadaway is one of the largest fullservice law firms in the North of England,
with a reputation for quality, innovation
and a practical approach to meeting their
clients’ needs. With 90+ partners and over
450 staff, the firm’s approach of partner-led
relationships with all clients is supported by
a resource that has real strength in depth.
Steve McNicol started his career as a
banking lawyer in 1995 and
worked for one of the top
London firms. A secondment
to Deloitte opened his

all time are prepared to work for
months and months to improve
by the narrowest of margins. Why?
Because they know that almost all of
their competitors aren’t prepared to

Steve McNicol
eyes to business strategy and leadership
and he was appointed chief executive at
a regional law firm in 2004, aged 34. In
that role he spent time in the US with
businesses that had received accolades
for their approach to “service excellence”.
This fuelled his fascination with customer
service and the client experience. He
joined Ward Hadaway in April 2018 as
Strategic Business Development Partner.

do the same – and medals are won
and lost by the finest of margins.
Sometimes taking on the toughest of
projects can pay significant dividends.
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Is Your Networking
Not Working?
By Jim Ries
According to the dictionary,
networking is defined as “the action
or process of interacting with others
to exchange information and develop
professional or social contacts”.
Although networking can be a fun
and easy way to enrich your life and
enhance your career, it can also be
damaging if not done right. So, here
are a few key dos and don’ts to keep
in mind when you’re networking.

DO:
DO attend the right events – Make
sure the decision makers who can
buy what you sell will be there.
DO prepare for the events – Get a

GGI member firm
Offit Kurman
Advisory, Corporate Finance, Fiduciary &
Estate Planning, Law Firm Services
More than 10 offices throughout
the United States
T: +1 410 209 6400
W: www.offitkurman.com
Jim Ries
Director of Business Development
E: jries@offitkurman.com
Offit Kurman is a dynamic full-service
law firm. As trusted legal advisors, they help
clients to maximise and protect their business
value and individual wealth. They strive to
maintain clients’ trust in every interaction,
furthering their objectives and helping them
to achieve their goals in an efficient manner.
As Director of Business Development,
Jim Ries works to increase Offit Kurman’s
visibility, reach and value in the business

Jim Ries

community. In support of this, and in
tandem with the firm’s marketing team,
he develops and manages outreach
programmes designed to educate business
owners and entrepreneurs at every stage
of their business and personal lives, as
well as provide resources to families who
wish to protect and pass on their wealth.

list of attendees and review their
LinkedIn profiles and company
websites, practice your elevator pitch,
and bring plenty of business cards.
DO follow networking etiquette –
Smile when you introduce yourself,
make eye contact, deliver a firm
handshake, and be authentic.
DO listen more than you talk –
Be interested not interesting.
DO find a way to add value –
Offer to make a connection,
recommend a book, leave them
with a positive impression of you.
DO follow up – This is where
most people fail. What’s the sense
of going to all this trouble if you
don’t follow up afterwards?

DON’T:
DON’T start a conversation with a
business card – Invest some time
and make a connection before
offering your business card.
DON’T network like it is speed dating
– This is a marathon, not a sprint.
DON’T be a passive listener –
Pay attention when others are
speaking, make eye contact,
nod your head, encourage
them to continue speaking.
DON’T self-promote – It’s not
about you, it’s about them.
DON’T hang out with your
friends and colleagues – You’re
networking to meet new people.
DON’T break the obvious rules
– DON’T spend time on your
phone and DON’T get drunk.
Networking can be time consuming,
awkward and incredibly draining, but
experts agree that the most connected
people are often the most successful.
So, why not do it the right way?

Bilateral Dealings in the Legal Sector:

Optimising the One-to-One
Cooperation within
Professional Associations
By Oana Romocea
We live in a world of global
connectivity which offers an array
of opportunities for business
development. The legal sector is also
following suit. A global professional
network, such as GGI, offers to its
members a platform meant to facilitate
multiple opportunities, from oneto-one exchanges to establishing
professional collaborations.
The question is how to make
the transition from the personal
interactions we establish at the

GGI member firm
Hategan Attorneys
Law Firm Services
Timisoara, Romania
T: +40 256 430 454
W: www.hategan.ro
Oana Romocea
PR and Marketing Director
E: oana.romocea@hategan.ro

international gatherings and group
meetings we attend throughout
the year, to the business level,
materialised into signed contracts.
First, the greatest opportunity within
GGI is building trust: trust among its
international members, as well as trust
in our profession as legal consultants
active in different cultural settings.
Meeting at the seasonal
gatherings around the world gives
us the opportunity to discuss,
share values, encourage each other,
and also have a good time. This

Oana Romocea

Hategan Attorneys is an independent,
full-service business-law firm located
in Timisoara, Romania, providing a
tailored and integrated range of legal
services to meet the needs of a wide
variety of businesses, individuals
and organisations. More than three
quarters of their clients are international
companies which plan to invest or are
already doing business in Romania.
Oana Romocea was responsible for

PR and communications at the University
of Oxford for nine years. Currently,
she offers PR and communications
strategies for professional services
companies across a range of sectors,
both in Romania and internationally.

is a first stepping stone in trust
building at a personal level.
Second, the bilateral relationships
within an international professional
network value the global connectivity,
but they should also give weight
to the local expertise. Although we
are all experts in various practices,
the local knowledge of the business
market brings added value to our legal
practices. We should all be sharing
and have access to this “knowledge
bank” so we can make the most of our
network relationships within GGI.
We are all members of an
international organisation, but we
tend to collaborate one-to-one,
usually two law firms partnering per
project, rather than in larger teams.
These bilateral collaborations are
the “soul” of the GGI organisation
because they are the foundation
of the inherent trust among us. In
an overwhelmingly global context,
they should be used as collaborative
models. What makes them worthwhile
interactions is not only the financial
value, but also the manner in which
we do it, highlighting other values
that contribute to building trust.
The outcome of these interactions
is building bridges across cultures
and valuing the human interaction
beyond the legal appearance.
Once these premises are met, the
personal relationships convert into
business prospects: business with
a global output, but rooted locally.
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How to Create Content
that Brings Potential
Customers to Your Site
By Sabrina Kaleva
The best way to create a wide
range of varied and high-quality
content is to use all the resources
in the company. The person
responsible for marketing should
work out what are the strengths
of the employees, and ask them
to create content, such as blogs,
videos, webinars, online courses and
podcasts, in their field of expertise.
It is interesting for the reader to
hear many different voices, and it is
always better if the content is from

human to human, not company to
company, or company to human.
It is important for the experts to
always be one step ahead of their
customers. If there is some reform
on its way, the content creator
should make sure to have a blog
post about it ready before anyone
even asks. By being one of the first
to post about the current topic, the
company will make sure it is the one
whose content is read and shared.
What are the questions most
of the company’s customers ask

repeatedly? What is it that the
specialists have to explain to people?
What topics do people search for
content about? It really does not
have to be anything revolutionary.
The most common questions we get
in the field of financial management
are about taxes and VAT: common
things that concern every business.
It is easy to copy what everyone
else is doing, but one more identical
post about taxes will not make any
difference in favour for your company.
The topics may of course be similar
to everyone else’s but put your own

twist on it. Is everyone writing or
talking about marketing legislation?
Great, you should also create content
about marketing legislation, but you
could perhaps do it from the point of
view of some specific field of business
instead of in general. Stand out.
One has to give to receive, so
make your content free. Ask readers
to subscribe to the newsletter, but do
not require it. If the content is helpful,
the customer will definitely contact
the creator if they need any help. It
is also good to remember common
things, such as irresistible headlines,
suggesting related material, sharing the
content in every possible channel with
the right hashtags, and making sure
the content looks as good on mobile
devices as on computer browsers.

GGI member firm
Rantalainen Accounting Services
Accounting & Audit, Tax, Advisory,
Corporate Finance
More than 40 offices throughout Finland
T: +358 10 321 6746
W: www.rantalainen.fi/en/
Sabrina Kaleva
Account Manager
E: sabrina.kaleva@rantalainen.fi
Rantalainen Accounting Services employs
more than 830 professionals in Finland.
Established in 1972, the Finnish company
has been growing strongly in Finland and
abroad, including a subsidiary
in St Petersburg, Russia. Apart
from accounting and payroll
services, Rantalainen offers a

Sabrina Kaleva
wide range of expert and CFO services.
The organisation has strong expertise
in serving international customers.
Sabrina Kaleva, works as an Account
Manager at Rantalainen, specialising
in both sales and marketing.

Is Your Professional
Website Ready for
the Next Decade?
By Joe Krug
How does your organisation see
and use your website? Hopefully, you
see it as a unique tool for generating
awareness, communicating your
services, and giving a sense of
culture. Unfortunately, even with good
intentions, if the design is outdated
or bad, a professional website ends
up neglected internally, unattractive
to visitors, and mired in the latter
pages of Google’s search results.
On 20 February 2019, McDonald
Sanders launched a new website. You
can find our old site at https://web.
archive.org/web/20181102154132/

http://mcdonaldlaw.com/ and our
new site at https://www.mcdonaldlaw.
com. It represents a lot of hard work,
but you can (and need to) do it, too!
I encourage all professional services
firms to reflect and design with the
following five areas in mind, as we did:

1.  Secure
Do your users land on a site with
the “https” protocol in the URL?
If not, your site is not secure by
Google’s standards and Google
may even warn against visiting your
site. Google cracks down on this
more with each new algorithm.

2.  Mobile-responsive
It needs to be easy to use your
website on any device, as users find
services via mobile more each day.
You are missing an opportunity to
impress viewers who may leave
because navigation is too hard.
Google likes it for SEO, too.

3.  User-friendly
This means many things, but
you want a site that is friendly
both inside and outside your
organisation. Internally means it is

...next page
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easily updated, does not depend on
coding knowledge, and uses a CMS.
From the outside, it means easy-toread copy (no large walls of text),
written for the target audience, and
open (a good use of whitespace).

4.  Images
Visitors (and SEO) like seeing
images. High-quality photography
is one of the best ways to stand
out from competitors. Let imagery
take up a big portion of the
screen. Professional-services
firms’ capital is their relationships
with clients. Photos of your
people help users establish a
connection before ever speaking
to anyone. That’s an advantage.

GGI member firm
McDonald Sanders, Attorneys at Law
Advisory, Law Firm Services
Dallas/Fort Worth (TX), USA
T: +1 817 336 8651
W: www.mcdonaldlaw.com
Joe Krug
Director of Marketing and Recruiting
E: jrk@mcdonaldlaw.com
As a full-service law firm in the Fort
Worth/Dallas, Texas area, McDonald
Sanders has a long history of advising
clients in Texas and across the US
in several areas, including banking,
construction, education, energy,
real estate, tax law, estate planning
and probate, and litigation.
Joe Krug is the Director of Marketing
and Recruiting at McDonald Sanders
and has seven years of experience in

Joe Krug

creative marketing, communications,
and various forms of business
development. Joe has worked in legal
services, aerospace, healthcare, and
at a digital real-estate start-up.

5.  Blog
The blog is your own media
outlet, serving as a fountain of
content from the minds of your
team. Editorials, industry thoughts,

firm news, and more are all fair
game on the firm’s blog. The only
rule is to write relevant content with
your target audience in mind. The

blog is powerful and it opens many
possibilities for content and SEO
improvement for your website.

Sometimes the Best
Marketing Idea is
Simply Best Practices
By Anthony J. Soukenik
Clients appreciate best practices
and everyone needs organisation,
transparency and communication.
Prepare an engagement letter for
every new matter, even if an existing
client. New matters can incorporate
many of the terms of the original
engagement letter. Identify the mutual
goals of the new assignment. Explain
the general range of rates and an
estimate of the general range of total
fees and costs based on the new
matter. Educate the client as to your
blended rate. Your client will begin
to appreciate that for assignments
with any reasonable run time, the
actual rate they are paying will be
closer to your blended rate. Review
your blended rates for the last rolling
twelve (12) months. For example,
my rate is USD 420/hr., however my
blended rate in the last rolling twelve

...next page

GGI member firm
Sandberg Phoenix & von Gontard
Law Firm Services
St Louis (MO), Alton (IL), Carbondale
(IL), Edwardsville (IL), O’Fallon (IL),
Overland Park (KS), Clayton (MO), USA
T: +1 314 231 3332
W: www.sandbergphoenix.com
Anthony J. Soukenik
Shareholder
E: asoukenik@sandbergphoenix.com
With more than 110 attorneys across
seven offices, Sandberg Phoenix & von
Gontard P.C.’s work is concentrated in
the areas of business, business litigation,
health law and products liability. They stand
behind their promise to provide superior
client service with a rare client service
guarantee, reflecting
their commitment to
quality and broad depth
of legal expertise.

Anthony J.
Soukenik
Anthony J. Soukenik is a shareholder
of Sandberg Phoenix & von Gontard
and has previously served on the firm’s
Executive Committee. Tony is a member
of the Business Law Practice Group and a
former Practice Group Leader. He focuses
his practice on the areas of banking,
construction, corporate law, durable
medical equipment, estate planning, real
estate, and federal and state taxation.
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months is USD 257/hr., with a ratio
of 9:1 for every hour that I bill; with
paralegals to senior shareholders
billing at a range of USD 150–420.
If the new matter assignment is
litigation, segment the components
of the litigation; inventory the number
of witnesses and begin to estimate
the universe of documents to be
reviewed or produced. Given the
complexity of the litigation, I usually
assign a cost to each witness, often
about USD 5,000 a witness; no
matter whose witness he or she is,
the cost of preparing the witness

for the deposition or preparing to
take the deposition is often similar.
I usually find the witnesses to be
half the cost of litigation; motion
practice, a quarter; and the final
quarter being the actual trial.
I am an advocate for early
mediation, particularly when my
client is going to stroke the check.
Early mediation, if not successful,
will at least bring focus to the real
issues. Our institutional clients
demand budgets and so should
every client. If a client does not ask
for a budget, you should give them

one, as it allows them to “tee up the
business decision” as they consider
alternative dispute resolution.
For business engagements,
transactional lawyers have a general idea
of how long a matter is going to take.
For example, in a buy/sell engagement,
segment the process into phases, such
as the letter of intent; determination of
working capital; EBITDA calculation;
negotiation of asset/stock purchase
agreement; due diligence; closing; and
post-closing transactions. I often find
the post-closing transactions can be
as much as 25% of the entire bill.

Why Marketing
Planners are Good
for Business
By Paul Atkinson

Every business needs a good
marketing plan and, as important as
marketing plans are, many companies
do not devote enough time or
resources to them. Without it, people
cannot learn about your business and
then buy your services from you.

strategy that sits alongside it is key,
as it will help you map out your plans
in finer detail. You will have more
clarity in understanding what your
end goal is and how you are going to
achieve it, and can then work through
each element to deliver it on time. It
not only demonstrates that you are
allocating marketing resources in the
most efficient way, but it also gives
you more control and direction over
your marketing operations, so that
you are able to attain your goals.

The purpose
of a marketing plan

Having a marketing
plan will help you:

You could say, “Marketing is like a
railway engine – it pulls all the other
departmental carriages along!”

When overseeing a project (whether
it is a re-brand of your merchandise or
literature, or a campaign to promote
a new service), having a marketing

Manage and achieve your objectives.
Assign control over different
elements of your planner.
Map out all the different

elements required to make it
a success: social media, print,
blog, video, website, apps, etc.
Bring teams together
to communicate and
coordinate your plan.
Create great messages that speak
directly to your target market.
Keep an eye on the results, or
make sure you have implemented
your call to action (CTA),
e.g. “Call us for a quote”,
“Download our brochure” etc.
Hit your deadlines

Importance of
your marketing
planning strategy
When you target your ideal
customer in a smarter way, you

issues, delays in the decision-making
process, or having to adopt new
marketing methods (i.e. a new social

reduce the costs of marketing
and increase your chances of
converting those leads.
Listening to your customers,
understanding their problem, and
then solving it for them, may be
the reason why a client chooses
you over your competitor.

Remember – keep
your marketing plan
up-to-date!
Like a business plan, a marketing
plan is a living, breathing document.
Regularly analysing your results and
tweaking or changing your marketing
strategies is an important task in
keeping your marketing plan up to
date and keeping you on track to reach
your business goals.
Of course, many factors may get in the
way of you achieving your marketing
results, including the introduction of
or delays in key tax legislation, pricing

GGI member firm
Lawrence Grant, Chartered Accountants
Auditing & Accounting, Tax, Advisory,
Fiduciary & Estate Planning
London, UK
T: +44 208 861 7575
W: www.lawrencegrant.co.uk
Paul Atkinson
Marketing Manager
E: paul.a@lawrencegrant.co.uk
Established in 1969, Lawrence
Grant, Chartered Accountants has built
a reputation for its distinct approach
to individuals, sole traders, corporate
businesses and multi-nationals,
offering personalised accountancy
services and taxation advice. They offer
professional expertise and specialist
services, helping clients to grow their
business and personal wealth.
Paul Atkinson has been the firm’s

media platform). It is important you
stay aware of all of this and adjust
your marketing plan accordingly.

Paul Atkinson

Marketing Manager since 2011, overseeing
the launch of five social media platforms,
a logo revamp, website content and
branding of all literature and merchandise.
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Drive Growth Through
On-Trend Business
Development Messaging
By Derek Begue
Brexit, extreme weather, trade
disputes, changing free-trade
agreements, automotive industry
restructuring, and GDPR: businesses
today have more external stressors
than we have seen in a decade,
happening all at once. In the middle
market, defined as business from
USD 50 million to 1 billion in turnover,
where management teams are lean
and financial capital is precious,
these factors not only hamper growth,

but can halt it altogether. CEOs in
this segment increasingly rely on
key service-provider relationships
to help navigate these issues, often
going beyond the traditional scope of
the client-service-provider contract.
The firms that embrace this role of
“subject matter expert” and “advisor”
are the ones outpacing competition.
Seventy-two percent of SME
organisations say they switched CPA
firms because the firm provided only
reactive service rather than proactive

advice, according to a “The Sleeter
Group” survey. Firms aspiring to grow
need to foster a competitive edge.
CPA Practice Advisor agrees, saying,
“The current uncertain global climate
must be considered to formulate a
plan that addresses the potential
hurdles they [clients] could face.”
Trade disputes, GDPR, and Brexit
are three particular issues that
have had far-reaching interest and
impact, yet manifested differently
amongst businesses, creating

opportunity for service providers.
Firms had to take advantage of
these topics in different ways. Trade
disputes allowed for firms with a
specific expertise to take advantage
of highly urgent and potentially
strong impact to clients’ profits.
GDPR provided an opportunity
for firms to foster stronger client
relationships. Brexit, with its
multitude of scenarios, uncertainty,
and varied analyses of impact, was
met with firms constantly updating
clients with fresh content, updates
on changes, or new problems.
All three examples show that firms
can participate in the moment to
increase firm reputation to clients, find
new activities to grow billable hours,
and discover referral opportunities.
A detailed version of this article
can be read on www.ggiforum.com.
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PRA Global
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W: www.pra-global.com
Derek Begue
VP Business Development
E: dbegue@pra-global.com
PRA Global is an international
business development firm that expands
clients into new markets through its
unique capabilities and assets. Their
business model allows clients to
mitigate risk and minimise investment,
all while achieving global objectives.
Derek Begue is Vice President Business
Development and heads all of PRA’s
global sales and marketing efforts. He is
directly responsible for overseeing PRA’s
global revenue generation and new client

Derek Begue

acquisition activities. With educational
and real-life experience from his time
living and travelling in Taiwan and China,
his unique set of skills and background
in East Asia has played a critical role in
supporting many PRA clients since 2013.
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